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1984 – 3D or the Colombus Egg?



Basic idea: the classical vision of 3D Printing
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Aim of the lecture: Is a holistic vision useful for 
the field? 



An example of mimic the Nature? 

Bio-mimicry is the use of molecules of biological origin or 
whole living organisms to imitate functions observed in 
nature, or to divert them in order to meet technological 
challenges



Bio-mimicry



Audrey Dussutour - Le Blob 

Physarum polycephalum

https://www.google.fr/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi8vbzhtvfhAhXsyIUKHdmcB64Qjhx6BAgBEAM&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DwjzEMIox_a8&psig=AOvVaw0rKV-MZGuPY1NBFAop2T3c&ust=1556700123175521


The Bio-mimicry deterministic vision… How to master a 
global manufacturing for applications…





Spontaneous or stimulated self-organizations



Programmable matter or informed matter

Leduc Osmotic Productions (1910) 
Self-organization

CdS nano-Octopods (Mytza et 
al, 2011) ADN Origamis (Rothemund, 

2006)



Bio-printing… 4D printing applied to the 
living

A humorous vision of bio-printing 
(TEDx Talks, 2014).



Cellular automats

(EU Project Swarm Organ)

- Xu T., Zhang J., Salehizadeh 
M., Onaizah O., Diller E. (2019) 
“Millimeter-scale flexible 
robots with programmable 
three-dimensional 
magnetization and motions” 
Science Robotics, 4, eaav4494 



Applied to Bio-printing

Yellow (A cells); Blue (B cells)



Alan Turing



IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON NEURAL NETWORKS AND LEARNING SYSTEMS, VOL. 30, NO. 2, FEBRUARY 2019 427
Temporal Self-Organization: A Reaction–Diffusion Framework for Spatiotemporal Memories
Prayag Gowgi, Student Member, IEEE, and Shayan Srinivasa Garani , Senior Member, IEEE



Collective Intelligence
When the termite worker makes an earth pellet, a brick of elementary 
construction, the termite incorporates pheromones into it that will attract 
the other builders so that they will naturally come to deposit their own 
pellets...
Harvard (2015) has developed a "termite" robot....

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tjvmG_m3nWc



The use of pre-existing voxels?



A multi-voxel possibility

How to displace voxels (use of the 

same rules than in collective 

intelligence)



• Different sizes of voxels

• Multi-materials 

• Self-robotics or not

• Rules of construction

https://www.designboom.com/design/mickey-matter-
robotically-assembled-furniture-01-19-2018/

https://www.designboom.com/design/mickey-matter-robotically-assembled-furniture-01-19-2018/


Decomposition of an object into basic elements



To be compared with classical 3D?



Bio-inspiration





Different voxel size?

WIPO patent WO/2018/229085, titled “A MACHINE AND A

METHOD FOR ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING OF THREE-

DIMENSIONAL OBJECTS.”

https://patentscope2.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2018229085&tab=PCTBIBLIO&office=&prevFilter=%26fq%3DOF%3AWO&sortOption=Pub+Date+Desc&queryString=&recNum=1866&maxRec=3438409


Construction Principles

Self-organization or creation of order thru disorder : each voxel has 

to be designed for a specific goal (Maxwell devil treatment like in 

thermodynamics)

Programmed robots-voxels



Construction Principles (2)

Nano-swimmer



4D Printing
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Programmable matter



So why don't you come back to the room and 
remove the layers?

- Kelly B.E., Bhattacharya I., Heidari H., Shusteff M., Spadaccini C.M., Taylor H.K. (2019) “Volumetric additive

manufacturing via tomographic reconstruction” Science, eaau7114 - DOI: 10.1126/science.aau7114.





Really new!

Wang et al (2019) demonstrate fabrication of macro-scale 3D glass objects of large heights up to ~3.8 cm
with a well-balanced (i.e., lateral vs longitudinal) spatial resolution of ~20 μm. The remarkable
accomplishment is achieved by revealing an unexplored regime in the interaction of ultrafast laser
pulses with fused silica which results in aberration-free focusing of the laser pulses deeply inside fused
silica (https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1904/1904.04027.pdf)

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1904/1904.04027.pdf




- Wang P., Chu W., Li W., Tan Y., Liu F., Wang M., Wang Z., Qi J., Lin J., Zhang F., Wang Z., Cheng Y. (2019) 
“Three-dimensional laser printing of macroscale glass objects at a micro-scale resolution” 
https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1904/1904.04027.pdf

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1904/1904.04027.pdf


No voxel 3D machining?



A truly unexpected result!



With Fresnel (CNRS) Marseille



Cf. Thomas Doualle (Fresnel) communication



Convergence and facts…

Convergence, combining technologies is an important source for
innovation, because technological breakthroughs often take place on the
boundaries between scientific disciplines, technologies and industrial
sectors. In particular, the BP/4DP convergence actually in every aspect of
society, (may be) characterizes the information revolution



Convergence
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From creativity to innovation



At the same time…

• With growth rates > 20%, people already trained go into production or 
sales/consulting

• A-creative training (at best incremental)

• Strong dilution of R activities in France, and in EU modest readability

• Few people trained in R

• 3D Printing is it really R? 4D is too young!

• Funding for modest interdisciplinarity

• No support for too risky operations

• Just proof of concept?

• No time for epistemology...



But (2)...

• (Too) Narrow researcher’s culture (paradigm)

• Weakness of competent population in 3D at academic level

• Teams diluted in the space (no critical mass)

• New Public Management – Rapid return on investment

• A too short term research

• Absence of epistemology for complex questions

• Insufficient financing risky research



Are there any questions?

Thank you for your 
attention


